Thursday July 16, 2015
Dear friends and family in support of our DR mission trip,
Morning devotions today focus on the need to trust God with all our hopes and plans, no matter which
way it seems to be going with our kids or jobs or health. We trust God no matter which way the winds of
change are blowing. And the wind, what there is of it, is most appreciated, as the temperature today will
rise to 90, with 64% humidity, for a heat index of 100 degrees. The heat knocks out four of our volunteers,
some quite sick from dehydration, who are sent back to the hotel to recuperate. But we agree with the
wise mom who quipped to this writer, making the same point about trusting God, only with reverse logic:
“Why pray, when you can worry?” So we pray for a fresh wind of the Holy Spirit to sweep through our
lives, to keep us healthy and focused, and to impact this community for change.
We are building not only bathrooms
with good foundations, septic systems,
and well-constructed walls, we are also
building into kids the principles of life.
Sometimes, as with Kaiver (at left), one
learns early on how to make a living with
carpenter’s tools. (“Teach a man to
shovel, and he….”) And other times we accomplish just the shortterm goals of making a child happy for a day, as with Josue (above),
who jumps up onto his American dad, Dietrich, any chance he can.
This year it seems God is showing us the big picture, the longterm narrative that instills a love for reading,… then reading to
learn,… learning well to graduate,
then graduating onto college,…
then with that college degree
getting a job that pulls the family
out of the gutter of poverty and
lifts the entire community from
the “hole” so many are in.
To illustrate the point with Indira (above), when asked “What do you
want to be when you grow up?” she answers, “a flight attendant.” At which point, her mom rolls her eyes,
as if that’s nothing to aspire to. But when the Zyndas point out that it takes a college degree to land such a
career, and when Rick pulls up the photo on his smart phone of Noelys, their first sponsored kid from some
years ago who graduated from flight school AFTER finishing college (in uniform, at far right)—point taken to
heart. Now it’s game on, college here I come! Sky’s the limit. Such stories of hope are happening every day.
VBS leaders (below) do a great job in planning crafts, gospel-related exercises, using “the wordless book”
—which translates as well in English as in Spanish! Jesus heals, even Josue, among the 150 who pack the
church. Priscilla translates while Sandi holds a wordless book affirming that Creation and Salvation are of God.

Several bathrooms are going up with hands of hope; we also revisit the homes of owners who proudly
show off bathrooms we built last year. Until the whole community gets hooked up, the health and sanitation
concerns persist.
Friday, their
library. Saturday,
the softball game.
Daily, praise God
and give thanks
for you. AMEN.

